Grant Writing Consults

The Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) offers grant writing and editing services to all of Boston University's research community. All non-BU MED Investigators are offered grant writing, editing and formatting services for NIH and other federal applications are provided as part of a CTSI collaboration with Boston Medical Center's Development Department which enables grant-seekers from across Boston University (outside of BU MED) to access the BMC Foundation Relations and Government Grants.

Boston University School of Medicine’s Office of Proposal Development

The BU MED OPD is pleased to offer grant writing and editing assistance. Elaine Lee, PhD, joined the Office of Proposal Development as a Grant Writer. In addition to providing copyediting services for investigators, she guides new and non-native English-speaking principal investigators in developing and writing grant submissions. She provides technical assistance in all aspects of the writing process, from conceptualizing specific aims, to developing successful submission strategies, and guiding investigators in building compelling scientific narratives.

For more information visit [here](#)